In this work we study several Ξ c and Ξ b states dynamically generated from the meson-baryon interaction in coupled channels, using an extension of the local hidden gauge approach in the (6227) state, we find two poles with masses and widths remarkably close to the experimental data, for both the J P = 1/2 − and J P = 3/2 − sectors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Heavy baryons containing one c or b quark have been the subject of intense study. Starting from early quark models [1] , work along this line has been rather extensive and fruitful [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . QCD lattice has also contributed to this area [9] [10] [11] and dynamical models building molecular states in coupled meson-baryon channels [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] have also brought their share to this intense research. There are also many review papers on the subject to which we refer the reader [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] .
In the present work we study in detail the Ξ c and Ξ b states from the molecular point of view. There are many Ξ c states reported in the PDG [33] corresponding to excited states.
One of the Ξ c states, Ξ c (2930), first reported by the BaBar Collaboration [34] , was recently confirmed with more statistics by the Belle Collaboration [35] . On the other hand, for Ξ b , apart from the J P = 1/2 + ground states, Ξ b , Ξ b , and the J P = 3/2 + Ξ * b , there are no states reported in the PDG [33] . Yet, the LHCb Collaboration has recently reported one such state, the Ξ b (6227) [36] , which we shall also investigate in the present work.
Recent studies of such states using QCD sum rules can be found in Refs. [37] [38] [39] [40] , where also reference to works on this particular issue is done, mostly on quark models. As to molecular states of this type we refer to the work of Ref. [15] .
The experimental finding of five new excited Ω c states by the LHCb Collaboration [41] (see also Ref. [42] ) stimulated new work along the molecular line and in Ref. [43] a study was done of coupled channels interaction using and extension to SU (4) of the chiral Lagrangians. The interesting result from this work was that two states could be interpreted as 1/2 − resonances and the mass and width were well reproduced. This is a non trivial achievement since in other approaches mostly masses are studied and not widths. Some quark models go one step forward and using the 3 P 0 model also evaluate widths, as in Ref. [7] . The fact that the widths obtained are quite different than in the molecular model is a positive sign that the study of the widths, and partial decay widths of these resonances, carry valuable information concerning their nature.
The work of Ref. [43] , with vector meson exchange in an extension to SU (4) of the chiral Lagrangians, got a boost from Ref. [44] , where it was shown that the relevant matrix elements of the interaction can be obtained considering the exchange of light vector mesons in an extension of the local hidden gauge approach [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] , where the heavy quarks were mere spectators, such that there was no need to invoke SU (4) and one could make a mapping of the SU (3) results where the local hidden gauge approach was developed. Like in Ref. [43] , in Ref. [44] the same two states were obtained with similar widths, and in addition there was another state reproduced with 3/2 − , which was not addressed in [43] . Similar results were then obtained in Ref. [50] with a continuation of the work of Ref. [15] with parameters adjusted to input from the experiment of Ref. [41] .
The former results stimulated further work along these lines with predictions for Ω b states in Ref. [51] , for which there are not yet experimental counterparts. Encouraged by the success in the Ω c states, in the present work we follow this line of research to study Ξ c and Ξ b states. In the first case there are several states to compare with our predictions, and in the second case only one excited state, such that many of the states found will be predictions to be tested with future experiments.
Related to these works is the study of the Ξ cc molecular states in Ref. [52] , stimulated by the new measurement of the Ξ cc by the LHCb Collaboration, with a mass of 3621 MeV [53] .
This value is higher than that previously measured by the SELEX Collaboration [54, 55] .
However, this first measurement by SELEX was not confirmed by the FOCUS [56] , Belle [57] , BABAR [58] and the LHCb [59] Collaborations. Using the value of the new measurement of the LHCb Collaboration [53] , molecular Ξ cc states were studied in Ref. [52] , where excited bound states were found above 4000 MeV and broad Ξ cc π and Ξ * cc π resonances were found around 3837 and 3918 MeV, respectively.
With all this recent experimental activity there is much motivation to make predictions with different models which can serve as potential guide for experimental set ups and finally to deepen our understanding of the nature of the baryon resonances.
II. FORMALISM
Recently two new resonances, the Ξ c (2930) J =?
? and the Ξ b (6227) J =? ? , have been measured by the Belle [35] and LHCb [36] Collaborations, respectively. Besides these, there is also an abundance of other unexplained resonances in the charm sector [33] : Ξ c (2790)
and Ξ c (3123) J =?
? . The objective of this work is to shed some light into the nature of these states and to explain at least some of them within the hadronic molecular picture. For that, we shall use an extension of the chiral unitary approach with coupled channels outlined in Ref. [44] , since as we shall see, only the light quarks play a relevant role in the interaction.
As in Ref. [44] , we will separate the interaction into pseudoscalar meson-baryon(1/2 + ) (P B),
vector meson-baryon(1/2 + ) (V B) and pseudoscalar meson-baryon(3/2 + ) (P B * ). One should mention that in this theory, these three sectors do not decay into each other, because that would require the exchange of pseudoscalar mesons, and those transitions are momentumdependent and small compared to the ones with a vector meson exchange [44, 60] . Analyzing the spin-parity of each sector, we find that for the states that arise from P B we have
and for P B * we have
In Tables I to III we show, for the charm sector, the channels chosen for the P B, V B and P B * sectors. To get the channels for the beauty sector, one needs only to substitute the c quark by a b quark, and we show the results in tables IV to VI. 
Threshold (MeV) 2607 2716 2782 2949 2983 3017 3060 3126 3191 3287   TABLE II . Charm sector channels with J P = 1/2 − , 3/2 − and respective thresholds. (MeV)  3124  3182  3202  3245  3252  3349   TABLE III . Charm sector channels with J P = 3/2 − and respective thresholds.
In this work, the kernel will be calculated using an extension of the local hidden gauge approach (LHG) [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] , which produces Feynman diagrams of the type shown in Fig. 1 , that is, the initial meson baryon pair goes into the final pair through the exchange of a vector meson in the t−channel. 
In the P B case, the meson-meson interaction (the upper vertex in Fig. 1 ) is given by the V P P Lagrangian:
where g = m V 2f π , φ and V µ are the SU (4) pseudoscalar meson and vector meson flavor matrices, respectively, and · · · is the trace over the SU (4) matrices. Note that the original L V P P interaction obeys SU (3) flavor symmetry, but just like in Ref. [44] , we extend it to SU (4) to take into account the c (b) quark. The meson matrices are
and
The use of SU (4) in Eq. (1) automatically projects over SU (3). The terms with the exchange of a heavy vector are very suppressed, as we shall see. In principle, in this case one would be using explicitly SU (4), however, as seen in Ref. [61] , since the matrices φ and V stand for qq, Eq. (1) actually only measures the quark overlap of φ and V and provides a vector structure, hence, the role of SU (4) is just a trivial counting of the number of quarks. The lower vertex V µ BB does not rely on SU (4) either, as we see below.
Now, for the lower vertex in Fig. 1 , the interaction in SU (3) can be described by the following Lagrangian
where B is the SU (3) baryon matrix, and V the 3 × 3 part of V in Eq. (3) containing ρ, ω, K * , φ. Here we do a non-relativistic approximation, which consists in substituting γ µ → γ 0 .
The extension to the charm or bottom sectors is done without relying on SU (4) as explained below. As discussed in Refs. [44, 52] , it can be shown that the same interaction in SU (3) of Eq. (4)can be obtained considering an operator at the quark level, such that Eq. (4) becomes
where B i , B f are the initial and final baryon spin-flavor wave functions with the following structure,
and V ql is the quark operator of the exchanged vector meson, which, for example, for the diagonal ones in Eq. (3) is
The states described by Eq. (6) are constructed using only SU (3) symmetry, taking the heavy quark as a spectator, which implies that all diagonal terms are described through the exchange of light vectors, respecting heavy quark spin symmetry (HQSS) [62] .
The baryon quark states that we will be using in the P B sector are constructed using the method outlined in Ref. [63] , but with the necessary changes in phases in order to obey the sign notation in Ref. [64, 65] , which is consistent with the chiral matrices. Doing this we obtain the following states:
Here, the χ M S and χ M A are the mixed-symmetric and mixed-antisymmetric spin states, respectively, which, together with the symmetric, χ S , and antisymmetric, χ A , states, form an orthogonal basis, such that
Now we need to go from the charge basis to the isospin basis. When calculating the isospin states, one needs to pay attention to the phases that come from the following isospin multiplets:
Then, for the isospin states we obtain:
For the V B sector, the upper vertex of the three vector meson interaction is given by [66] 
and for the lower vertex we again use Eq. (5).
Finally, for the P B * sector, for the upper vertex we will use again the V P P interaction given by Eq. (1). Since from Eq. (4) to Eq. (5) we have made the approximation that γ µ → γ 0 , this makes Eq. (5) spin independent and as such, we can still use it for the V B * B * vertices. Additionally, we have, for the B * baryons, the following spin-flavor states:
The isospin states for the V B and P B * cases are similar to the ones of the P B case.
All these Lagrangians will give similar kernels [44, 67] ,
apart from the different D ij factors that need to be computed. Here p 0 and p 0 are the energies of the initial and final mesons, respectively, and f π = 93 MeV. In the case of the V B interaction we get the same kernel, even though the V V V vertex is described by a different Lagrangian, assuming the three momentum of the vectors are small compared to their masses [66] . Actually the meson baryon chiral lagrangians [68, 69] can be obtained from the local hidden gauge approach neglecting the p m V 2 term in the exchanged vectors [66] . Then, the kernel will be the same as in Eq. (17) with an extra · factor, due to the polarizations of the initial and final vector mesons, which can be factorized in the BetheSalpeter equation. This means that the equation is spin independent, and that is why we find degenerate states with J P = 1/2 − and J P = 3/2 − with this interaction [60] . Because of this, we can just omit that factor.
One can also add relativistic corrections to Eq. (17), thus obtaining [70] ,
where E B i , E B j are the initial and final baryon energies.
Finally, the D ij coefficients are calculated using the interactions in Eqs. (1) and (5), and the obtained results are illustrated in Tables VII, VIII and IX for P B, V B and P B * sectors respectively.
Note the factor λ in some of the nondiagonal terms. This factor was added to the terms in the interaction that have an exchange of a heavy vector meson. One can understand this by looking at the propagator of the vector meson (V H ) when, in Fig. 1 , the upper vertex is of the type L V H H, with H, V H heavy mesons, and L a light meson (see Fig. 2 ). Then, the propagator will be,
with q the transferred momentum. Since V H is heavy, we can take q 0 and 
where we also have used that p H 0 and p L q 0. In the calculation of the amplitudes in Eq. (17), we end up with a factor, relative to the exchange of light vectors
with m V = 800 MeV. In the case of heavy vector exchange, because m V H > m V , λ will be 
small and of the order of λ 1/4 [44, 71] . We can check that, for the case ofK → D with D * s exchange, one gets λ 0.25. For more details on how to calculate the kernel of the interaction we refer the reader to the Appendix of Ref. [52] .
Since the Ξ c and Ξ b states are heavy quark states, one should comment on how our model deals with HQSS. For that, one should note that, with the exception of the vertices with the λ, in all other vertices the heavy quark behaves as a spectator, which guarantees that the dominant terms (in the 1/m Q counting) obey HQSS rules. In the terms where that does not happen, their influence is scaled down because of the introduction of the λ parameter, which is a small number.
Finally, the same process can be repeated for the beauty sector, where one only needs to substitute the c quark by a b quark. Then, the D ij coefficients will be equal to the ones in the charm sector case, the only difference being that now λ = 0.1 [51] , because the heavy vector mesons will now be B * and B * s instead of D * and D * s .
III. RESULTS
With the potential of Eq. (18), the scattering matrix is calculated using the on-shell factorized Bethe-Salpeter equation in coupled channels [72, 73] 
where V is the kernel matrix, G is a diagonal matrix where the diagonal terms correspond to the loop functions of each channel, and the cutoff scheme is used here to regularize the loop integration. The cutoff regularization avoids potential pathologies of the dimensional regularization in the charm sector or beauty sector, where the real part of G can become positive below the threshold and artificial poles can be found in the T -matrix, which can lead to the production of the bound states with a repulsive potential [74] . Also, in order to respect the rules of the heavy quark symmetry in bound states, the same cutoff has to be taken for all channels as it was shown in Refs. [75] [76] [77] .
The explicit form for the loop function G is given by [78] 
which depends on k 0 + p 0 = √ s and q max , and ω l , E l are the energies of the meson and baryon respectively and m l , M l the meson and baryon masses.
Molecular states can be associated with the poles in the scattering amplitudes of Eq. (22) in the complex plane of √ s. The poles appearing below the threshold in the first Riemann sheet are categorized as bound states, and those found in the second Riemann sheet are considered to be resonances. The loop function, G l , of a given channel l, will be calculated in the first Riemann sheet for Re( √ s) smaller than the threshold of that channel ( √ s th,l ), and in the second Riemann sheet for Re( √ s) bigger than √ s th,l . To take this into account, we define a new loop function
where q is given by
with λ(x, y, z) the ordinary Källén function.
After all the poles have been calculated, we can evaluate their coupling constants to various channels. In the vicinity of the poles, the T -matrix can be expressed as
where z R = M R − iΓ R /2 [79] , which stands for the position of the bound states or resonances found in the complex plane of √ s. Therefore, the couplings can be evaluated as the residues at the pole of T ab , which can be written explicitly with the formula
However, to be consistent with the different complex phases of each coupling, we choose to calculate the biggest coupling (call it j) for each resonance as in Eq. (27) , and then calculate the remaining couplings in relation to this one:
Meanwhile, with the couplings obtained, we can also evaluate g i G
II
i which can give us the strength of the wave function of the i-channel at the origin [80] .
A. Molecular Ξ c states generated from meson-baryon states First, we will start with the P B states, which will lead us to the states with J P = 1/2 − .
The poles that appear in this sector are illustrated in Table X , where we vary the value of the cutoff q max from 600 MeV to 800 MeV.
It can be seen in Table X that we can always obtain six poles in the range of the masses observed experimentally, and the reason we vary the value of q max is to adjust the pole position to the experimental data. In this way, it can be seen clearly that if we take q max to be 700 MeV, we get two poles that are in a good agreement with the experimental data.
One is located at 2791.30 MeV, the other at 2937.15 MeV. They are found to agree very well with the first and the third resonances of Ξ c , Ξ c (2790) and Ξ c (2930), which were first reported in Refs. [81, 82] and [34] respectively. Although some of the poles in Table X look at the imaginary parts of these two poles we get their widths, 7.26 MeV and 14.62 MeV, which are very close to the experimental data, 8.9 ± 0.6 ± 0.8 MeV and 36 ± 7 ± 11 MeV respectively, within errors. On top of that, it is also important to look at the couplings to various channels as well as the product g i G [82, 83] . Apart from that, although the couplings are considerably smaller than some to closed channels (for example, ΣD), the coupling constant to Ξ c π is the dominant one among all the open channels, which is consistent with the experimental observation.
Predictions on the decay widths to the open channels can be made precisely using the couplings obtained in Table XI and the formula of Ref. [84] , which has the form
with
where M a and m a stand for the masses of the ath-channel baryon and meson respectively, and M R is the mass of the resonance (the real part of the pole). In Table XII , we give the partial decay widths of the poles in Table XI , and it can be clearly seen that the state decays mostly to Ξ c π, as expected. Table XII . We can see that the coupling constant to the channel Ξ c π becomes smaller than before as shown in Table XIII . However, the couplings to the channels Ξ c π and Λ cK are bigger, yet, there is more phase space for decay for Ξ c π and Ξ c π, but altogether the final widths to these three channels are comparable as one can see in Table XIV . The Λ cK channel accounts for about 1/3 of the total width and this is the channel where the BaBar Collaboration observed the state Ξ c (2930) [34] .
On the other hand, for the V B channels, in Table XV , we obtain four poles for all the cutoffs, and in order to be consistent with the J P = 1/2 − sector, we stick to the same cutoff q max = 700 MeV, which leads us to three poles that can be selected as possible candidates for Ξ c (2970), Ξ c (3055) or Ξ c (3080), and Ξ c (3123) states.
As shown in we found in the first state, where it practically only couples to ΛD * , and the product gG II is also significantly larger than for the rest of the channels. Moreover, we notice that all these three poles are below thresholds, so they do not decay to any of the coupled states shown in Table XVI , instead it may decay into the pseudoscalar-baryon ones.
Now we study the P B * states with J P = 3/2 − . All the poles obtained in this sector are given in Table XVII . One can see from the poles with q max = 700 MeV, two of them are relatively close to the experimental observed states, Ξ c (2930) and Ξ c (3055). It is noteworthy that the first one, 2912.78+i19.94, which agrees rather well the experimental data, is similar to the pole (2937.15 + i7.31) found in the J P = 1/2 − sector in Table X , since the J P of Ξ c (2930) has not been measured, it can be either one of these two poles. Although the mass of the state, 2912.78 MeV, may be slightly smaller than the observed state Ξ c (2930), the width (which is 39.88 MeV) is remarkably close to the data fit (36 ± 7 ± 11 MeV) by the BaBar Collaboration [34] . Similarly, for the other pole obtained at the position 3015.18 MeV, its width (2.74 MeV) is a few MeV below the value of 7.8 ± 1.2 ± 1.5 MeV reported in
Refs. [33, 85] . Apart from that, in Table XVIII, In this subsection, we follow closely the calculations in the previous one. It starts with the J P = 1/2 − sector, where we also have ten coupled channels similar to the ones we considered for Ξ c , only with the c quark replaced by a b quark in each channel. The poles from the P B interaction are given in Table XIX , where we obtain six poles for each cutoff.
Taking into account the uncertainty caused by the variation of the cutoff, we can associate for the couplings of this pole we can look at the results in Table XX , where we can see that the main contribution comes from the Σ bK channel 1 . Also, we see that it has only three open channels, and it should be noted that two of these channels, the Ξ b π and Λ bK , are the ones where the state Ξ b (6226) has been observed [36] . However, according to our findings, it couples mostly to the Ξ b π among the open channels, which suggests that it would be easier to find the state Ξ b (6226) in the Ξ b π channel instead of the other two, which can be confirmed by future experiments. The decay widths of the pole of Table XX are given in 1 The large attraction in the Σ b K − channel and the possibility of having a bound state with this channel has been discussed before in Refs. [76, 86, 87] 
which is relatively close to the results (1 ± 0.5) presented in Ref. [36] given its uncertainty.
On the other hand, for the V B interaction, we observed four poles for each cutoff, but none of these poles for q max = 650 MeV can be associated to any known Ξ b states with negative parity, since there are not enough data available for Ξ b states. Furthermore, almost all of the poles found in this sector are below their respective thresholds, which makes it more plausible that these channels could qualify as bound states rather than resonances. Moving on to the J P = 3/2 − sector, we also get four poles for each cutoff, which are given in Table XXIII channel Ξ * b π is considerably large compared to the other channels. Besides, the decay width of this particular pole to Ξ * b π is 34.3851 MeV, which is similar to the value of the width for at 6220.30 MeV decaying to Ξ b π, in Table XXI, because they have almost the same phase space for decay.
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Motivated by the experimental findings of Ξ c and Ξ b states, we use the Bethe-Salpeter coupled channel formalism to study the Ξ c(b) states dynamically generated from the mesonbaryon interaction, considering three types of interactions (P B, V B and P B * ), for both the charm and beauty sectors. We search for the pole with different cutoffs in the second Riemann sheet once the scattering matrix is evaluated. Apart from that, the couplings of the poles to various channels are also calculated. With that, we are able the assess the strength at the origin of the wave function and further evaluate the decay widths to the open channels.
The only free parameter in our study is the loop regulator in the meson-baryon loop function, where we employ the cutoff regularization scheme, and we have taken different values for the cutoff in the charm and beauty sectors.
We obtain multiple states for Ξ c , with some of them agreeing significantly well with the experimental data. For example, the lowest state we observe in the charm sector is the state at 2791.30 MeV (with the width 7.26 MeV) generated from the pseudoscalar-baryon interaction, which have the same J P quantum numbers as the state Ξ c (2790) (with width 8.9 ± 0.6 ± 0. with a width 18.1 ± 5.4 ± 1.8 MeV.
Overall, the states obtained in this work agree well with some of the already observed states in both the charm and beauty sectors, and it would be interesting to see if further measurements of spin and parity of these states would also agree with our predicted states.
Furthermore, with the increased luminosity in future runs, the comparisons of the predictions made here and the experimental measurements will shed light on the nature of these hadrons. 
